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Abstract
Background The subjective experience of time involves
several, not yet identified, mechanisms. Many cognitive
and emotional factors, such as attention, memory and
subjective mental states can influence time estimation.
Aims We aimed to assess the subjective experience of
time and its relationships with cognitive and emotional
characteristics in the elderly.
Method Forty-nine non-demented patients hospitalized
for orthopedic rehabilitation underwent an ‘ecological’
evaluation tool, the semi-structured QUEstionnaire for the
Subjective experience of Time (QUEST) requiring retrospective and prospective judgements on self-relevant time
intervals. All patients completed tests to assess general
cognitive functioning and two questionnaires to evaluate
emotional state.
Results Results showed that accuracy in time estimation
did not differ in young–old vs. old–old individuals: both
groups performed better on prospective than on retrospective items and on highly than on poorly self-relevant
items. Multiple regression analysis showed that performance on QUEST was significantly related to depression
and hospitalization duration, but not to age, education, or
neuropsychological scores.
Conclusions The influence of the emotional state is
consistent with theories postulating that the ‘‘sense of
time’’ is emergent from emotional and visceral states.
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Introduction
Time cognition is a complex aspect of mind: time is
intangible, there is no body organ responsible for its perception and subjective experience of time is not isometric
to physical time [1]. As brain actively derives estimates of
time from multiple sources of information, the ‘‘sense of
time’’ can be considered as an emerging mental construct
[2]. Recently, mental representation of space has been
proposed as intimately linked to mental representation of
time [3–5]. However, time cognition, and particularly the
subjective experience of time, likely involves several
cognitive and neural mechanisms, not yet fully identified
[6]. Tasks and procedures used to investigate time processing are very variable, and this could explain divergences in empirical findings and theoretical models [7]. For
this reason, widely shared terminology, commonly accepted procedures and clear operationalization are necessary
for a better comprehension of time cognition [8]. Nevertheless, some agreement exists that factors such as attention, memory and subjective mental states can modulate
time estimation [9, 10].
Studies assessing the effects of subjective mental states
on time cognition suggest that normal subjects perceive
time intervals as shorter than actual when they are engaged
in pleasant activities [11]. On the contrary, emotional stress
may induce overestimation of time intervals, likely contingent upon an attentional bias: subjects might focus their
attention on time passing in order to avoid directing it on
stressing events [12].
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Different theoretical frameworks are proposed to
account for the effect of the above factors on time cognition. For instance, some models posit that a ‘central’ control mechanism (an ‘internal clock’) is involved in time
processing and time judgements. Functioning of such an
‘internal clock’ would be influenced by attentional factors
[13–15]. Other models, instead, foresee that subjective
experience of time is an epiphenomenon of emotional and
bodily states [16, 17]. Such a theoretical framework is
related to the wider concept of embodied cognition, and
accordingly it foresees time estimation to be modulated by
many kinds of information (including interoceptive information) processed by the brain [18]. Recently, Wittmann
[19] proposed the existence of a specific level of integration: the mental presence that sequentially maintains
mental representations in an active state for a certain period
of time, allowing the unified experience of presence.
Within this framework, it has been shown that attention to
interoceptive processes, likely mediated by the insula, can
significantly affect subjective time experience [20].
A meta-analysis on the effect of aging on time cognition
[21] demonstrated that older adults tend to provide larger
verbal estimates than younger adults, whereas reproduction
of duration would be unaffected by aging. More recently,
Rammsayer [22] confirmed that the effect of age on time
cognition can be selective: old adults are less efficient in
discrimination of time periods lasting about 1 s than young
adults; instead, reproduction of target durations and
prospective estimation of time intervals appear to be
unaffected by age (although older subjects tend to overreproduce target durations). Most of these studies, however, employed experimental paradigms unconnected to
common daily activities and assessed very short time
durations (e.g., seconds). Indeed, many authors have
underlined that older people might perform as well as
younger subjects on tasks strictly relevant to their own
daily activities [23]. In this perspective, it has been suggested that emotional relevance of stimuli might enhance
task performance in the older people, if the task is concrete
and realistic [24–27].
The aim of the present study was to assess cognitive and
emotional subjects’ characteristics that can affect time
experience in older patients without clinically relevant
cognitive or neurological disturbances.
To the best of our knowledge, no specific test or questionnaire has been devised to specifically assess the subjective experience of time. Some tests of time estimation
are indeed available, but they have been devised to tap the
ability of making general cognitive inferences (e.g., by
questions such as ‘In how long time will a egg become
solid?’; [28]) rather than the subjective ‘time sense’.
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To tackle time experience in the older people we
devised a questionnaire specifically aimed to evaluate selfrelevant, ecological time intervals. In particular, the questionnaire includes items assessing minute to daytime periods and implies retrospective and prospective judgements.
Since this questionnaire is mainly aimed to evaluate time
cognition in clinical samples of older patients, it foresees
that subjects’ responses are checked by means of an
informed caregiver or by clinical record. We administered
such questionnaire, together with a short cognitive and
emotional assessment battery, to a sample of cognitively
unimpaired older people currently undergoing medical and
physical rehabilitation.

Materials and methods
Subjects
We screened for the study a consecutive sample of older
patients admitted to Clinic Center, Rehabilitation Institute,
Naples, after a surgical intervention for implantation of
artificial prostheses for hip fracture. Inclusion criteria for
the study were as follows: at least 2 years of formal education and normal age- and education-adjusted scores on
tests assessing general cognitive abilities (see below).
Exclusion criteria were the following: present or past
neurological or psychiatric diseases, severe pathological
organ insufficiency (e.g., cardiac or renal failure, hepatic
insufficiency) or severe neoplasms. Forty-nine subjects (41
females; mean age 78, range 65–94; mean education 7,
range 2–18) met inclusion and exclusion criteria and gave
their written informed consent to participate in the study.
Eighteen patients (16 female) were aged 65–75 years, and
the remaining patients (25 females) more than 75 years.
The two groups did not differ significantly for years of
formal education (t test = .175, p = .941).
Neuropsychological evaluation
All screened patients completed a short but wide-range
screening battery of tests for general cognitive abilities
(Mini Mental State Examination [29], Frontal Assessment
Battery [30] and Clock Drawing Test [31]). All tests were
administered according to Italian standardized procedures,
and only patients who achieved age- and adjusted-scores
within Italian normal ranges were enrolled for the study.
Last, all enrolled patients completed two standardized
questionnaires for assessment of anxiety and depressive
symptoms (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [32],
Apathy Evaluation Scale [33]).
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QUEstionnaire for Subjective experience of Time
(QUEST)
The QUEST is a questionnaire including 8 open-question
items. The 8 items require performing estimations for relatively short (minutes) or long (days) time intervals;
questions assess past or future events and are balanced for
tapping highly or poorly self-relevant events (see ‘‘Appendix’’). Subjects are required to provide estimation as
accurate as possible for all items, and their responses are
checked by means of an interview with an informed caregiver or referring to clinical records. For scoring purposes,
we computed the difference between subject’s response
and the ‘correct’ one for each item (positive values mean a
trend to overestimation, negative values a trend to underestimation), and then we expressed each error as a percentage of the ‘correct’ response. A cumulative error index
(CEI) is also computed, as the mean of absolute errors, i.e.
regardless of their arithmetic sign.

Results
All patients completed the QUEST with no difficulty; mean
administration time was about 9 min. Some instances of
patients’ responses are enlisted in the ‘‘Appendix’’.
A multivariate ANOVA on neuropsychological measures (Table 1) showed that the two groups of patients
(young–old vs. old–old) differed significantly for Frontal
Assessment Battery, F (1,47) = 14.258, p \ .001,
g2 = .195, and Clock Drawing Test, F (1,47) = 11.397,
p = .001, g2 = .233, whereas the difference on Mini
Mental State Examination only approached the Bonferronicorrected significance level (p \ .008), F (1,47) = 7.35,
p = .009, g2 = .135.
A mixed ANOVA on CEI, with age (young–old vs. old–
old) as a between-group variable, and type of estimation
Table 1 Demographic
characteristics, raw
neuropsychological scores

(retrospective vs. prospective) and self-relevance (high vs.
low) as independent variables, revealed that age groups did
not significantly affect the measure, F (1,47) = 1.305,
p = .259, g2 = .027 (see Table 1). By contrast, the effect
of the two within-group variables was statistically significant. The effect of type of time estimation,
F (1,48) = 6.799, p = .012, g2 = .117, was due to larger
errors with retrospective items (mean = .486, SD = .44,
CI = .389–.567) than with prospective estimations
(mean = .376, SD = .21, CI = .324–.410). The self-relevance effect, F (1,48) = 81.399, p \ .001, g2 = .616, was
due to significantly larger errors with poorly self-relevant
items (mean = .633, SD = .44, CI = .538–.716) than with
highly self-relevant questions (mean .227, SD = .24,
CI = .170–.267). The interaction between kind of estimation and self relevance was significant too,
F (1,48) = 5.894, p = .019, g2 = .088. Post-hoc comparisons, by means of Bonferroni tests corrected for multiple
comparisons, revealed that errors were significantly larger
for retrospective estimations than for prospective questions
with highly self-relevant items, whereas retrospective and
prospective estimations did not differ for poorly self-relevant items (see Table 2 for means, SD and 95 % confidence intervals for each measure). First- and second-order
interactions including the variable age group were not
statistically significant: F (1,47) = .002, p = .968,
g2 = .001, for kind of estimation X age group;
F (1,47) = .065, p = .800, g2 = .001, for self-relevance X
age group; F (1,47) = .614, p = .437, g2 = .013, for kind
of estimation X self-relevance X age group.
A forward stepwise regression model, with CEI as the
dependent variable and demographic characteristics (age,
education and hospitalization duration) and neuropsychological scores (MMSE, FAB, HADS-anxiety, HADS-depression, Apathy Scale) as independent variables, showed
that the first significant independent predictor of performance on QUEST was depression, R2 = .266, b = .516,
All patients (n = 49)

Young-old (n = 18)

Old–old (n = 31)

Mean

Mean

Mean

SD

SD

SD

Age (years)
Formal education (years)

78.01
7.11

7.09
4.62

69.17
7.33

3.25
3.89

82.39
7.23

5.21
5.29

Hospital stay (days)

37.86

16.01

35.22

16.87

37.94

15.60

27.25

3.53

27.50

2.20

27.19

3.18

7.03

2.89

9.03

1.21

6.41*

Frontal assessment battery

11.96

3.18

14.00

2.30

11.23*

3.00

Apathy scale

32.90

6.62

31.67

6.85

33.10

6.09

HADS (anxiety score)

5.61

3.86

5.67

3.43

5.39

4.23

HADS (depression score)

3.07

2.76

2.11

1.67

3.42

3.02

Neuropsychological measures
Mini mental state examination
Clock drawing test

2.63

* Significantly different from young-old (all p \ .008, after Bonferroni correction)
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Table 2 Mean percent error, SD and 95 % confidence intervals (CI) on the QUEstionnaire for Subjective experience of Time (QUEST) as a
function of the type of item
All patients (n = 49)
Mean

CI

Young-old (n = 18)
SD

Mean

CI

Old–old (n = 31)
SD

Mean

CI

SD

Retrospective, highly self-relevant items

.327

.233–.396

.274

.263

.135–.393

.266

.364

.266–.464

.276

Retrospective, poorly self-relevant items

.644

.500–.784

.472

.633

.407–.860

.444

.650

.478–.823

.495

Prospective, highly self-relevant items
Prospective, poorly self-relevant items

.128
.622

.082–.163
.535–.689

.136
.257

.099
.572

.035–.164
.449–.694

.100
.287

.144
.652

.096–.194
559–.754

.152
.239

1.874

3.362

1.557

3.844

Cumulative error index (CEI)

3.667

3.142–4.191

2.471–4.254

3.165–4.523

2.03

Cumulative error index, i.e. the mean of errors regardless of their arithmetic sign, is also reported

F = 13.797, p = .001, with larger errors in patients with
more severe depression symptoms. The second and last
independent variable entered into the model was hospitalization duration (in days), R2 = .41, b = -.392,
F = 13.235, p \ .001, Rchange = .151, p = .004, with
error decreasing with longer hospitalization.

Discussion
To assess time experience on self-relevant, ecologically
valid items in older people we devised a new questionnaire,
QUEST, proved to be simple to administer and easy to
score. It revealed some interesting aspects of subjective
experience of time in the older: participants made larger
errors on retrospective judgements (with respect to judgements on future events) and on poorly self-relevant (with
respect to highly self-relevant) items.
The higher accuracy for prospective judgements than for
retrospective judgements would apparently contradict the
well-known tendency of older patients to recall past events,
the so-called reminiscence [34]. Reminiscence has been
considered as an index of successful aging [35] and can be
defined as the spontaneous recollection of past events, not
linked to concrete situational requests. Instead, the retrospective judgements implied by the QUEST focused on
specific aspects of time experience, determining larger
errors with respect to prospective judgements. This phenomenon might be related to the established superiority of
prospective judgements in normal subjects [36], in keeping
with the recent observation that retrospective time estimation is crucially affected by emotional states [20]. It is
also interesting to underline that the difference between
accuracy in prospective and retrospective judgments might
be compatible with recent theoretical models considering
the mental representation of time connected with the
mental representation of space [3, 4].
The significant effect of self-relevance (higher accuracy
for highly than for poorly relevant items) would reinforce
our idea that use of ecologically valid tools is the best
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choice for assessment of time cognition in older people, as
time perception in the older is thought to be strictly connected to emotional content [24, 25, 27]. This ‘‘emotional
attention’’ seems even to enhance performance of older
people, with respect to that of young, when adopting
emotionally salient stimuli [26].
Involvement in pleasant activities tend to generate an
underestimation of time passing [11, 20], whereas boring
activities tend to produce a slowing of subjective experience of time [37]. It is possible that the effect of emotional
saliency is related to different deployment of attentional
resources [12] or that physiological states, and emotions
associated with changes in physiological states, can influence subjective time estimates [20, 38]. Several studies
attempted to disentangle the effects of attention and emotion [39, 40], but it would be interesting to investigate those
effects or their interaction in older people [20]. The findings of the present study, addressing specifically the effect
of self-relevance in older people, suggests that emotionrelated factors can modulate subjective experience of time,
but this issue needs to be explored further. It is worth
mentioning, however, that the significant effect of selfrelevance indirectly supports our assumption that evaluation of time cognition with self-relevant material can provide very different results from those obtained in
experimental studies on time duration of neutral stimuli.
The specific relationship of time evaluation with emotional states is supported by the results of the stepwise
regression: cumulative performance on QUEST was
inversely related with presence of depressive symptoms, as
previously observed with different paradigms [20, 41, 42].
In this perspective, the significant direct relationship
between hospitalization duration and accuracy on QUEST
might also be interpreted as due to the fact that early days
of hospitalization are related with higher emotional stress.
The present correlation of subjective time experience
with self-relevance and emotional state is consistent with
findings reported in a study on patients with neoplastic
diseases, in which there was a direct significant correlation
between low quality of life and tendency to overestimate a
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fixed time interval [42]. Taken together, evidence showing
the effects of emotional states on time estimation abilities
might support the ‘embodiment’ theoretical approach
according to which time cognition is strictly related to
emotional and bodily states [16–20, 38].
The lack of significant correlation between age and
overall performance of older people on QUEST is compatible with the idea that aging has a little effect on time
cognition when evaluation tools assess ecologically valid
situations, whereas performance on unrealistic tasks clearly
deteriorates in the elderly [23]. However, any generalization of our findings about the lack of deterioration of the
time sense in the elderly should take into account that we
only included in our study individuals from two age ranges
(young–old, old–old) with relatively little age differences,
that female participants were overrepresented and that our
study sample might be too small to capture aging-related
differences.
In conclusion, the present paper proposed a new, ecologically valid questionnaire to assess the subjective
experience of time in the elderly. Despite the limitations of
the study, use of emotionally salient stimuli demonstrated
that the sense of time is strongly related to emotional and
visceral states.

Item 6 (HR-Pro)-In how long time will your relatives
(friends) come to visit you?
Item 7 (PR-Ret)-How long has this interview lasted?
Item 8 (PR-Pro)-Could you drop a hint in 4 min?
Instances of participants’ responses.
Item 1: ‘‘…unfortunately I have to be there for much
longer, I’m here only from 30 days…’’.
Item 2: ‘‘…The operation, don’t make me think about, I
was so scared, well, maybe 45 days have passed….’’.
Item 3: ‘‘…I think in half an hour…’’.
Item 4: ‘‘…well, I’d say 25 min, as it usually lasts…’’.
Item 5: ‘‘…well, more or less 90 days, I’d say 90, this is
the next event, I hope I’ll be well by then.
Item 6: ‘‘…I wait for them, I believe they will come in a
couple of days…’’.
Item 7: ‘‘…I think it lasted 10 min, a little more a little
less, I would say that I have not noticed how much time
elapsed…’’.
Item 8: ‘‘…well, I would say now, I’m focusing on time
and now I’m sure that 4 min have elapsed…’’.
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Appendix
QUEstionnaire for Subjective experience of Time
(QUEST)* including highly self-relevant (HR) and poorly
self-relevant (PR), prospective (Pro) and retrospective
(Ret) questions.
Item 1 (HR-Ret)-How long have you been staying in this
Hospital?
Item 2 (HR-Ret)-How many days ago did you undergo
surgery?
Item 3 (PR-Pro)-How long will you have to wait for
your next meal?
Item 4 (PR-Ret)-How long did your physical therapy
session last today (yesterday)?
Item 5 (HR-Pro)-Could you tell me how many days
there are before next Christmas (Easter)?
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